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About This Game

Vector is an exciting, arcade-style game featuring you as the exceptional free runner who won’t be held down by the system. The
game opens with a view into a totalitarian world where freedom and individually is nothing more than a distant dream. But the
heart of a freerunner is strong, and you so break free. Run, vault, slide and climb using extraordinary techniques based on the
urban ninja sport of Parkour all while being chased by “Big Brother” who’s sole purpose is to capture you and bring you back.

Inspired by the practice and principles of Parkour, Vector’s intuitive controls please players of all levels, and sophisticated level
designs challenge the most demanding players with fast-paced timing puzzles as the traceur “flows” over the rooftops.

- Hunter Mode: Tired of being chased? Start fighting on Big Brother’s side and hunt down opponents to shock them with your
trusty taser!

- Controller Support: Enjoy the run with your favorite gamepad!

The best parkour-inspired action game! Vector lets you break free and run! Don’t get caught!
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Title: Vector
Genre: Action, Indie
Publisher:
Nekki GmbH
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Turkish,Russian,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Norwe
gian,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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After 413.7 hours, i can finally say i built my first good looking, useful starter ship.. Literally unplayable without a third party
patch. This version has some sort of display error that wasn't in the original release.. Cheap Russian clone of the famous 
Arcanoid. From gopniks to gopniks. It looks like shareware game for Windows 95, it includes Russia-based
backgrounds and it's dull as hell. There are 30 levels, which is pretty much enough, but all of those levels are so poor
that they aren't fun at all. In other words, Mad Arkanoid is yet another \u201cjust for quick money\u201d game from
infamous Russian indie devs.

Personally, I love Breakout and its clones. But this one... Unlike real games in this genre, the only special thing about it is
that it comes with stupid Russian backgrounds and \u201chumor\u201d. And it's really sad. Back in the days, we used to
have a lot of awesome Breakout clones. For example, I'm still playing 1995 DOS game called Bolo. For some reasons it has a
very special place in my heart. But now, more than 20 years later, we came to this.

Even during its early years Russian game market was way better than this. At least, they tried back then. We had games like 
Vangers, which weren't the best games out there, but still were all about imagination. People tried to make something new
and unique. Now it's like this. Take good old Breakout, make a quick clone of it in like two days, add gopniks-oriented
humor and Moscow metro as a background. Done. I score this game 9 bottles of vodka out of 10. -1 bottle because there's no 
Kalinka song and balalaika in soundtrack.. I think the only thing holding this game back from being truly amazing is a lack
of players. Which I hope it gets to the front page of steam to get that. It really has so much potential as it is super fun. The
best shooter I have played in a while, and it's only going to get better with the coming updates.. Despite of a few bugs
Geopolitical Simulator 3 is an exceptionally clever and entertaining game! Of course strategic gaming must be your thing in
order to fully appreciate MOW. It has more body than for example Civilization (which in itself is also a good game). It is
very interesting to see what influence your various decisions have in the field of domestic or foreign policy, financial health,
economic growth or social aspects. Also the causal relations between investing\/cutting in a particular sector, creating
contracts, growth, unemployment, production, trade balance, budget deficit, privitization etc..etc.. is very realistic, interesting
and entertaining. Fun to read the newspaper on which impact your various decisions have, how it is presented and how well it
is received by public opinion. One of the things I have learned is that you certainly can't satisfy all of the people and
organizations in a country. And most of the time it is a real challenge just to keep your head above the water. But all the
more satisfying it is when you do manage to create a contract, see that the invested tax payer dollars create economic growth
an jobs etc..etc..
Untill now I played only USA and I noticed that you realy have to balance between containing the budget deficit, stimulating
economic growth, your popularity rating and your dependence on congress which you will need in order to push foreward
your policy. You come to understand and realize the dilemma's most leaders also must have in real life! Also, don't trust the
republicans hahaha. If you for example ask the head of the republican party to support you on a bill in congress, he says he
will do so, but instead they stabb you in the back once it is voted on (that is if they don't agree with the bill of course). All in
all I am very enthousiastic about this game.
If I had to rate it on a scale of 1 to 10, I would say 11.. Rhythm game and wordplay! Great mix.

Would buy again if I could actually type the words instead of moving a cursor left\/right to select letters. Perhaps that's a
side effect of it's mobile roots since you could tap the letters you wanted.. Sort of a choose your own adventure (between
combat phases) RPG with skill leveling and resource management. It's a fun little game. Unlock new characters with
advancement.. Great DLC, new missions and new maps for skirmish mode \/ multiplayer.

the only flaw of the game is the lag when there are many troops on the map ... this problem MUST be fixed. Really quirky
physics puzzle game. The developers' passion for physics shows.. wtf is this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lmao
you cant even use an axe, gather resources or even crouch, i understand its onl 1.19$ but still lmao can we get more than a
20x20ft area to walk atleast? and maybe a menu or something there isnt even a inventory. theirs random logs just jammed
into the ground that you cant interact with, for some reason theres a bunch of chairs all over the place and i guess we ended
up here from the boat? dont see a way into this square or any tools laying down that we can use. and i feel like im looking
through a cloud at the game. you can walk through everything but some of the trees and rocks. random extra sleeping bag??
and a modern table. im guessing theres no such thing as time in this crap and you can just jump off the map lmao. the only
positive thing i can say about this piece of crap is that it looks like a wilderness.

Edit: your axe and body have no shadow but the logs do.
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The visual design is gorgeous to look at, and the music is so simultaneously chill yet catchy. Not gonna lie, the art style fooled
me into thinking it was an easy game, but it's surprisingly tough--perfect for people who like having their smarts and patience
challenged.

Wish I could download the music just to listen outside of playing. 10\/10, would totally recommend.. Slab is a game where you
control a paddle via your mouse in attempt to.... Um.. It's Arkanoid, okay? If you've played Arkanoid you've essentially played
Slab.

Arkanoid is great arcade fun so you already know what to expect. Here are some nit-picky negatives:

1. The trail of fairy dust that the ball leaves behind as it travels is very distracting. When the ball is bouncing vertically and
retracing it's previous path it can get difficult to see the ball. Unforunately there seems to be no way of turning ball trails off. I
would recommend at the very least making this trail more transparent so the ball is clearly visible even when it is overlapping it's
own trail.

2. Achievement pop-ups block your view of the paddle. The devs should have them appear in the upper right corner or save
them for after a match ends.

3. The "How to Play" graphic shows all items that fall from smashed bricks as "power-ups." An item that shrinks your paddle is
not a power-up. That is a do-not-want. I would recommend separating the power-ups from the do-not-wants.

4. When the game is over you are given the options to play a new game or go to the main menu. New game starts you back at
level 1. The only way to replay the level you were at is to use the main menu. Adding a button to reply the current level at the
end of a game would be nice.

5. In the original Arkanoid, bricks that required more than one hit to destroy would show a glint of reflections shimmer over it
when the ball hit but did not destroy it. This game doesn't do that and it makes my nostalgia gland sad.

6. One time the ball passed through the right wall of the playfield when I picked up a power-up to make multiple balls. It left the
screen and never returned. My only recourse was to start a new game.

I will add that the Galaxian-like coloured starfield in the background is nice. I like how they move like dust.

So yeah it's Arkanoid that could use a bit more presentation polish. Get it if you want.. A fun addition of expansion size to
Rising Storm/Red Orchestra 2. Set in the western front area of the war you will fight through french towns an wide open
countryside lovingly created and crafted by the devs. Has all new voices (even some returning US voices cast from rising storm!)
and a new faction! the British Forces. Turn based rougelike with couple interesting classes and mechanics, also has great
documentation on how to do different things such as alchemy.. Very enjoyable extension to the base game, bringing cool new
units and well put together missions.
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